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Preparing for the Second Wave of COVID-19: 
An Update for LCO Leadership
Ben Kruskal, MD
Medical Director
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Agenda

• WHY? Second wave expected

• WHAT will we need to do differently 
during the second wave?

• HOW can we prepare?
• Your own practices
• As LCO leaders, how can you help your 

LCO’s practices prepare?
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Situational Update: Numbers Countries, linear scale

Massachusetts % of PCR tests that are positive

Mass DPH daily dashboard

• Total:  ~119K cases/8.6K deaths

Avg # of hospitalized pts: ~150 (new definition)

• Tests/day: 18-25K

• Avg PCR+ rate: 2.2%
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News of the Week

• Travel restrictions; limited exemption for health care workers; Applies to 
hospital  visitors as well

• Potential cardiac sequelae of COVID-19

• 100 randomly selected pts, ~70 d after +PCR;   78% had abnormal cardiac MRI but 
only 20%    had typical cardiac symptoms (palps or CP)

• 39 pts died with Covid-19, autopsied;    60% had SARS-CoV-2 RNA in myocardium

• National survey 53K pts, 6% reported +COVID-19 test, 
PPI use significantly increases odds of COVID-19 (2-3.7x), dose 
dependent (qd vs bid), Not seen with H2 blockers
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Bay State Medical 
Center employee outbreak

• 36 staff infected

• Major contributors
• Improper mask wearing

• “Presenteeism”: working while ill 
with mild symptoms

• STAFF PIZZA PARTY: too many 
people, together without masks

Unprecedented work
absences nationally
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There will be a second wave … and it might be soon

• Metrics ticking up, slowly but steadily: Case numbers, hospital 
admissions, % of tests that are positive

• Arrival of diminished but still substantial student population in a 
few weeks will likely accelerate it

• As of now, no changes in DPH phase (currently Phase 3); as volume 
swells, likely agency will back-pedal, perhaps as far as lockdown
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Practice Operations Guidance

• CONTINUE to do everything possible via telehealth

• Currently, continue to provide some routine or low-priority care requiring 
physical presence in the office

• Likely, will need to scale back and defer routine care and any deferrable acute care

• As in the first wave, keeping patients out of the ED whenever possible will 
be a major goal

• CONTINUE TO PROVIDE non-deferrable, urgent, high priority care in the 
office rather than send to the ED
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What’s different now than in the first wave?

1. We know how SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted.

2. We know how to prevent infection transmission in health care settings, 
how to safeguard health care workers. 

3. We now have adequate quantities of the appropriate PPE

4. Telehealth running smoothly permits many things to be handled well 
without an in-person visit. 

5. We have learned new infection control procedures and reconfigured 
offices and created new workflows to keep everyone safe. 
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Clinical phone triage decision tree including telehealth

Urgent and high acuity

Phone call from 
patient with clinical 

issue

Clinical triage (RN, 
APP, MD)

Call 911 (patient 
and/or practice)

send to ER
Can it be done by 

telehealth?

Emergent

Lower 
acuity
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Can it be done 
by telehealth?

Lower 
acuity

• Psychotherapy and 
counseling

• Smoking cessation
• Nutritional counseling
• Lifestyle coaching
• New parenting 

questions
• Sharing test results
• Prescription refills

YES

TELEHEALTH VISIT

MAYBE
• Physical exam definitely 

needed
• Procedure /test needed 

(injection, cryotherapy, 
I&D, specimen collection, 
etc)

• Measurement needed 
which cannot be done 
appropriately at home 
(infant weight and length, 
BP if pt has no home cuff 
or concerning reading on 
home cuff)

NO

IN-PERSON VISIT

IF PHYSICAL EXAM, PROCEDURE, 
OR MEASUREMENT NEEDED
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Managing the in-betweens: 
Can’t defer, may not need the ED

CONTINUE TO PROVIDE non-deferrable, 
urgent, high priority care in the office 
rather than send to the ED

• If clearly not ED material and doesn’t 
clearly need in-person, start with a 
telehealth visit

• May bring in for in-person after initial 
telehealth evaluation

Anything that requires in-person exam, 
procedure, measurement can be safely 
brought in with our current precautions

• Acute abdominal pain

• Cough/dyspnea

• Palpitations

• Dermabond, Butterfly closure (?sutures)

• Evaluation of mild-moderate injuries; is 
imaging needed?

• Severe sore throat, earache, sinus pain

• Infant physicals/immunizations
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Learn from the first wave.  
Remind patients: Don’t ignore serious symptoms—
Hospitals are safe
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Second Wave Preparation Guide document

• PPE supply calculator

• Revised triage flowchart

• Practice Preparedness Evaluation Tool (web form)

• Selected reference materials from the Practice Reactivation 
Guidelines on infection control and more
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Practice Preparedness Evaluation Tool

Simple tool for evaluating one’s own practice (or any practice)

• DPH attestations and policies

• Infection control and PPE

• Office configuration and workflows

• Telehealth/ Communicating with Patients about pandemic

• Focuses on issues most relevant to patient and staff safety, continuing to 
care for patients and sustain practice revenue despite COVID-19

• Results will be available to LCO leadership for review, discussion, support
• We urge LCO Medical Directors to review the results from their LCO’s practices 

and reach out to colleagues as seems appropriate
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Practice Preparedness Evaluation Tool
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Practice Preparedness Evaluation Tool (continued)

• Results will also be available to NEQCA Central for aggregation and 
tabulation and will be reported out in aggregated form

• NEQCA Central Medical Directors and Practice Reactivation Team members 
are available to consult as requested by the practice or LCO leaders

• Link will be emailed to all Network practices the afternoon of 
Monday 8/10, unless we hear from the leadership of any particular 
LCO before noon on Monday that they wish to handle it differently

• Click here for the training version

• Click here for the live “permanent” version. 

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/75511ef2910e4589b815735459f735ed
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/8a98b48689f9472194f4f8b3d118291d
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Miscellaneous
• Immunizations

• Right now, before COVID-19 increases much more, is a good time to get 
immunizations up to date—prevent other illness during COVID-19, trajectory of 
which is unknown.

• CDC Adult Immunization Interactive Tool for patients: 
https://www2.cdc.gov/nip/adultimmsched/

• Antibody testing is not covered by most payers unless “medical necessary.”   
There are no clear indications with medical necessity.   

• How to manage exposures?
• What constitutes an exposure?

• What constitutes symptoms?

https://www2.cdc.gov/nip/adultimmsched/


Helpful Programs and Resources
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Mark your Calendars
August 12, 5:30-6:30 p.m.
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Andrew Strand, MD, 
Infectious Disease, 
Tufts MC

Unable to join us “live”?
Most sessions available

“on demand”


